Datapalooza Takeaways

Session 1
Jessica Schad:
1) Plan how you will use your survey data before you collect it.
2) To create a good survey, put yourself in the shoes of potential participants.
3) Know the limitations of your survey design.

Tyson Barrett:
1) There are numerous ways to mess up spreadsheet data and reduce reproducibility. Some general principles for working with data in spreadsheets can drastically reduce errors.
2) If the data will eventually be analyzed in another program (e.g. SPSS, R, SAS), there are important principles regarding data structure that can save time and avoid headaches.
3) A grammar of data is important to be able to communicate with other researchers, statisticians, and data scientists. A foundation developed in data science is presented to help individuals learn to speak the grammar of data.

Session 2
Susan Durham:
1) Plan ahead
2) Do not underestimate the knowledge, time, and diligence required in data analysis
   a. Educate yourself, with both formal classes and focused self-study
   b. Early on, add the methodology you anticipate needing to your toolkit
   c. Coding in a scripting language
      i. Data manipulation tools
      ii. Data visualization tools
      iii. Data analyses
3) Draw upon the expertise of others
   a. Your advisor, committee, and faculty in your field
   b. Statisticians and quantitative colleagues
   c. Merrill-Cazier Library Research Data Management
   d. Writing Center

Dave Bolton:
1) Plan ahead (e.g. statistical analyses, considering potential problems and alternative strategies, etc.)
2) Register your study in advance if possible
3) Inclusion of a positive control to provide a basis for comparison with your primary question

Richard Cutler:
1) Don’t try to do everything—you just can’t.
2) Try to learn about the methods you will use to analyze your data well before you are at the point for analyzing data
   a. By taking USU courses
b. Finding resources in the library and online
c. By talking with people who have expertise in the relevant areas

3) Think very hard about the details of your data analysis and avoid generalities

David Rosenberg:

1) **Reproducibility is a continuum.** Make materials available. Reproduce results. Use other data sets in other locations to replicate findings. **Move your work up the continuum!**

2) **You are not alone.** Today, most research data/models/code/directions are not available or reproducible. We want to change this!

3) **Authors, journals, funders, institutions must create a culture where we reproduce results.** Overcome challenges. Provide incentives. Learn new tools.
Additional information
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Suggested readings (a very few among many!)


Figure 1. One vision of a flowchart for a scientific study.
Building reproducibility from the start
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1. **Reproducibility is a continuum.** Make materials available. Reproduce results. Use other data sets in other locations to replicate findings. **Move your work up the continuum!**

2. **You are not alone.** Today, most research data/models/code/directions are not available or reproducible. We want to change this!

3. **Authors, journals, funders, institutions must create a culture where we reproduce results.** Overcome challenges. Provide incentives. Learn new tools.

Additional Points

- Build reproducibility into the project from start – budget time, money, storage, IRB, and tools
- Put all materials in a repository (Github, Hydroshare, Digital Commons, Figshare, etc…)
- Make all inputs to and outputs of proprietary, private, & computationally intensive steps available
- Ask someone to verify that your results are reproducible
- Train students and employees in reproducible practices (this Datapalooza :)

Resources

**Figure 1. Reproducibility is a continuum.** Push your work up the continuum.

**Figure 2. Availability and reproducibility of 360 hydrology and water resources papers published in 2017.** Line width represents the number of papers.